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TRACY ISSEL: MICROSOFT

Data is a retailer’s secret weapon. Today’s most successful retailers are able to use analytics, machine learning and the cloud to combine customer information
in their CRM systems with data from in-store and
in-warehouse sensors to improve supply chain efficiency, enable accurate demand-driven inventory planning, omnichannel order fulfilment and much more.
ShiSh Shridar explains further in the pages that follow.
Also in this issue, Vic Miles tells us about the challenges of achieving customer engagement across all
channels, plus discover a range of in-practice implementations from across the industry.
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Optimising

retail operations
Microsoft’s ShiSh Shridhar explores how advanced analytics, machine learning and the cloud
are driving optimisation and accurate demand-driven inventory and assortment planning
BY REBECCA GIBSON

U

nderstanding what customers want, how
much they want to pay and when they want
to buy products are key considerations for
retailers making inventory decisions, says ShiSh
Shridhar, Microsoft’s worldwide director for business intelligence solutions.
“If retailers or consumer packaged goods
(CPGs) companies are regularly experiencing
out-of-stock situations on popular products
and overstocking on others that aren’t selling
well, then they’re clearly not in tune with what
consumers want and this will eventually cause
them to lose customers, sales and profit,” he
comments. “Factors like the weather and the
economy, as well as the age, gender, education
level and socio-economic status of customers
all have an impact on which products are most
popular in stores at particular times of the year.
It’s critical that retailers understand how these
different elements impact their sales so they
have the right number of the right products in
their stores at the right time.”
According to Shridhar, advanced analytics and
machine learning allow retailers and CPGs to get
real insights that enable them to quickly and easily predict consumer buying habits and deliver an
in-store and online product assortment to match.
“Traditionally, retailers had to rely on historic
sales and customer data to predict what products
would be most popular with their customers, but
as customer preferences and market trends change
quickly, these forecasts were not always accurate,” he
remarks. “Today, they can use advanced analytics
to capture unstructured data from various sources,
including social media and customer review sites,
and mine it intelligently to find patterns and make
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predictions that will ultimately help them to resolve
issues or optimise operations.”
Microsoft’s cloud-based Microsoft Advanced
Planning Solution enables buyers in retail and CPGs
to combine publicly available unstructured data
with their own structured operational and transaction data. Advanced analytics and data visualisation
are powered by Microsoft’s Cortana Intelligence
Suite, Power BI and Azure Machine Learning.
According to Shridhar, the solution helps users
to optimise resources for demand forecasting,
inventory and assortment planning, churn predictions, price optimisation and much more.
“Cortana Intelligence Suite, for example, allows
retailers to pull streaming data from their POS
devices so they can monitor product sales during

“It’s critical that retailers
understand how
different elements
impact their sales”
promotional campaigns,” he says. “This information can be combined with customer footfall data
captured by in-store sensors and internet of things
devices so retailers can make real-time updates to
the offer, target a new demographic, or move the
products to an area of the store where customer
footfall is significantly higher. Sensors are also
optimising the supply chain by allowing retailers
to quickly re-route products according to changing customer demand in different locations.”
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VIEWPOINT

Understanding sales drivers
Tom Fuyala at 11Ants Analytics explains the role data analytics
plays in helping retailers to meet customer demand
To optimise assortment planning and merchandising
operations and drive sales, retailers need to understand
the factors driving customers to spend at their stores
so they can market the right products to the right
customers at the right time.
Built on Microsoft technologies and delivered as
software-as-a-service to customers via the Microsoft
Azure cloud platform, the 11Ants Retail Analytics
Platform (RAP) helps retailers to identify the impact
of these drivers on the growth or decline of their
sales figures. Using 11Ants RAP, retailers can fuse
together historical data from transactions, promotional
To date, Microsoft and partners like Cognizant,
K3 Retail and 11Ants Analytics empower retailers
and CPGs to optimise operations with machine
learning and advanced analytics. For example,
Microsoft and Neal Analytics helped Mexicobased beverage manufacturer and distributor
Arca Continental – also the second-largest bottler of Coca-Cola in Latin America – to make its
demand forecasting operations more accurate.
“Using Azure Machine Learning we identified
the factors that led to people buying Coca-Cola
across Mexico, finding that consumption spiked
on hotter days and when the city was hosting
an event,” says Shridhar. “We ran all of this data
against Arca Continental’s historic sales data so
it could accurately predict demand across stores
in various cities at different times of the year and
reduce overstock and out-of-stock situations,
thereby improving profit margins. The company
also used our platform to envisage the impact
increasing investments in areas like advertising,
or making pricing more competitive, would have
on its total sales and profit margins.”
Similarly, US-based home décor and furniture
retailer Pier 1 Imports deployed a predictive
analytics solution based on Microsoft Azure
Machine Learning and Power BI to better plan
product assortments and inventory at an individual store level.
“The solution combines online and in-store
transactional and behavioural data to determine
what type, colour and style of products are most

campaigns, customer spending and more to transform
raw information into actionable insights.
Most recently, 11Ants RAP has helped Ecuador’s largest
department store – Almacenes De Prati – to use insights
garnered from customers’ past purchasing behaviour,
promotional campaigns and more to build better sales
pitches and increase e-mail click-through rates by showing
customers the right products at the right time. This has
made it quicker and easier for senior management to
create action plans with real revenue objectives.
Tom Fuyala is Chief Executive Officer at 11Ants Analytics

popular with customers in certain towns or cities,” says Shridhar. “For example, if Pier 1 can see
that in winter, Seattle-based customers look for
rugs while those in Miami buy more cushions, it
can ensure that product assortments and stock
levels reflect this demand.”
Certainly, notes Shridhar, machine learning and
advanced analytics, are unlocking new opportunities for retailers to transform operations. “Now
they can envisage what might happen and predict
customer demand, they can understand how to
sell more products and ensure the right level of
inventory and assortment is available, creating a
personalised and seamless customer experience.”

Azure Machine Learning
is helping Coca-Cola
to understand sales
patterns
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Moving from insights to action
Karl Swensen outlines how Cognizant’s solutions help retailers to
optimise inventory planning, product placement and much more
Managing a retail business that satisfies customers,
sales associates and shareholders involves much
more than buying products and selling them for a
profit. In retail, market conditions change quickly and
decisions must be made by multiple stakeholders,
which is increasingly difficult now that there is so
much data available.
Traditional business intelligence systems that require
users to analyse multiple reports and dashboards
to derive actionable insight are no longer sufficient
to support retailers’ in reacting quickly to changing
business scenarios. Today, retailers need more powerful
analytics and visualisation tools.
Cognizant RetailMate leverages the Microsoft
Dynamics ERP platform, Microsoft Azure IoT
technology and in-store sensors to capture realtime data on how consumers are interacting with

products in stores. The solution analyses this data to
provide advanced insights that help store associates
personalise the shopping experience, optimise
product placement and improve in-stock positions via
on-demand replenishment.
In addition, Cognizant’s ONERetail app helps retailers
to offer a consistent omni-channel and personalised
customer experience, while optimising their operations
with prescribed actions and insights. Built on Microsoft
SQL Server, Cortana Intelligence Suite and Azure
Machine Learning, the platform combines predictive
and diagnostic analytics with traditional descriptive
insights to process vast amounts of data and
recommend specific actions and decisions.
Karl Swensen is Assistant Vice President of Retail and
Consumer Goods at Cognizant Business Consulting

VIEWPOINT

Making advanced planning more accurate
Tony Bryant at K3 Retail outlines how machine learning and predictive analytics
can give retailers more time to think strategically about their operations
Retailers are generating and capturing vast amounts of
transactional, customer and other data on an hourly,
daily and monthly basis. While they want to drive
valuable insights from this data, retailers don’t want
to build multiple analytics algorithms and capabilities
into their enterprise resource planning (ERP) platforms
because it slows them down.

Today, retailers are looking at how to harness
machine learning, business intelligence and
predictive analytics capabilities that allow them to
analyse data for insights in the cloud and then feed
that information directly back into their ERP platform
to take action.
K3 Retail aims to help retailers use machine
learning models to predict how shifts in external
factors like the weather, the economy and market
trends will impact sales of certain products so
they can plan future assortments and inventory
accordingly. Fundamentally, this will give retailers
more time to think strategically about their business
model, assortment planning, how they allocate
products to different stores and outlets, and enhance
the customer experience.
Tony Bryant is Strategic Business
Development Director at K3 Retail
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could see what’s coming,
would we make better decisions?
Financial services geared to our future –
a dream our software could bring to life.
Innovative thinkers everywhere use
INDUSTRY SOLUTION EXPERIENCES
from Dassault Systèmes to explore the
true impact of their ideas. Predictive
insights help banks and insurance
companies better understand risks,
manage operations and deliver
intelligent services to customers.
How long before we feel comfortable
with what’s around the corner?

It takes a special kind of compass to understand
the present and navigate the future.
3DS.COM/FINANCIAL-SERVICES

EXECUTIVE INSIGHT

Seamless
and secure
This is the second in a series of articles by Microsoft’s Vic Miles that explores the need
to innovate around the friction points of achieving retail goals. Here he looks at the
metrics related to consumer engagement across channels

T

Achieving deeper
customer engagement
is a point of friction
for retailers

oday’s leading retailers are focussed on
delivering seamless experiences across all
channels, enabling them to connect with
their customers wherever they are in a consistent
way. However, one area of friction in this regard
is the ability to easily identify a consumer in all
channels. From a business metrics perspective,
there is real impact from the friction related to
achieving deeper consumer engagement and
allowing a similar experience across any channel.
Many new online retailers – who don’t have
the technical debt of legacy systems – are able
to assign one consumer identity across all of
their points of contact. However, established
enterprise retailers – who often have separate
consumer identities for each channel, or none at
all – are grappling with the challenge of ensuring

Success metrics impacted by a secure identity

Consumer
engagement
Secure identity

Multi-channel

W Friction points
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that their security measures across channels are
consistent. A prevalent approach to limiting risk
is to use a ‘walled garden’ approach to securing
the various system needs for consumer identity.
This often results in mobile apps not being connected to e-commerce sites, which in turn are
not connected to logistics or fulfilment channels.
The figures speak for themselves. A recent survey of some of the world’s leading retailers by
PCM Research found that 53% of respondents
do not have a common set of fraud prevention
capabilities across all channels.
With these alarming statistics in mind, I turned
to Johnnie Konstantas, a security thought leader
who recently joined Microsoft’s enterprise
cybersecurity group.
Konstantas was quick to highlight the importance of adequate security provisions across
channels. “You only have to look at the recent
security breaches at some of the biggest global
retail brands to understand just how important
securing consumer identity is,” she says. “Retail
is second in line to government when it comes to
being attacked. It makes sense – it’s an information rich environment where credit card records
can fetch US$500 each on the dark web. It’s also
easy to see why the larger retailers are grappling
with ensuring that they achieve the same level of
protection across channels. For these companies
there’s a huge number of disparate external actors
in the chain – manufacturers, contractors, logistics firms etc. Additionally, there are hundreds
or thousands of employees – who may need to
collaborate with any number of the retailer’s systems in order to deliver on the retailer’s brand
promise. This includes accessing appropriate
aspects of consumer identity to extend service
from store, home delivery and post sales service.”
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It’s clear that a major rethink is required if retailers
want to avoid making the headlines while providing customised experiences for consumers across
disparate channels. Konstantas says the answer lies
in a multi-layered approach where retailers have
the proper controls in place to identify the different
individuals interacting with the system. “Retailers
need to know instantly who is accessing information and from where,” she explains. “Different
employees and third parties will need access to different systems and so what is needed is role-based
access control, where the user only gets access to
the areas that their privilege allows.”
Konstantas says that it’s important for retailers to adopt the defense in-depth approach and
implement the level of network segmentation
that they need. “Getting this right means that
they can mitigate risk on a grand scale,” she
explains. “If an attempted attack is confined then
it can be mitigated quickly.”
The good news, according to Konstantas, is that
Microsoft is ideally positioned to help retailers of
all sizes with their security efforts, without requiring significant costs or infrastructure changes.
“Microsoft technology touches every part of a
retailer’s interconnected systems,” she says. “We
have security embedded in every piece of technology and also provide a platform that offers a
centralised way of managing access. In my opinion, Microsoft is an undisputed market leader.”

The fact that Microsoft itself operates a large
number of retail stores gives it unique insight into
how to tackle security effectively. The company
opened 30 stores in 2011, more than doubling the
size of its retail operations in just a few months.
That growth spurt revealed that security processes
used in a software development company didn’t
always work for a retailer. With this in mind,
the company established a vision and decided to
take advantage of all available resources. The full
range of Microsoft’s end-to-end security systems

Microsoft is ideally
positioned to help
retailers of all sizes with
their security efforts

“It’s clear that a major
rethink is required if
retailers want to avoid
making the headlines”
were implemented, using the Microsoft Azure
platform. As a result, sales, inventory, personnel,
and other information is collected and shared
with a global management infrastructure, and
that information is both highly secure and highly
available at the same time.
Vic Miles is a Global Account Manager
at Microsoft
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Empowering employees
Microsoft’s Luke Shave and AFS Technologies’ James Caudill outline how the
AFS Retail Execution solution is driving value for consumer packaged goods companies
BY REBECCA GIBSON

T

his autumn, Microsoft will introduce
Dynamics 365, which combines Microsoft’s
current customer relationship management
and enterprise resource planning offerings into a
single cloud service with new purpose-built apps
for specific business functions.
“Dynamics 365 is going to help our partners to
focus on some very specific end customer needs
as well as build apps to help differentiate themselves in the industry,” says Luke Shave, global
industry marketing lead for consumer packaged
goods (CPG) and retail industries at Microsoft.
“What’s more, with the introduction of Microsoft
AppSource we now provide a modern discovery
and provisioning system for the solutions.”
Currently, Microsoft AppSource offers more
than 200 software-as-a-service (SaaS) apps,
add-ins and content packs from Microsoft and
its partners. One of the first industry-specific
apps available via AppSource was AFS Retail
Execution, a mobile solution built by AFS
Technologies on Microsoft cloud technology.
Aimed at CPG companies, AFS Retail
Execution is designed to empower field sales
and merchandising teams to quickly plan and
execute daily in-store tasks. It also helps management teams better plan in-store product
activities while ensuring strategic sales plans are
executed in the field.
“Our solution offers an industry-specific set of
features that empower field sales and merchandising teams to address the costly disconnect
between store/shelf strategy and actual execution at retail,” comments James Caudill, vice
president at AFS Technologies. “The app offers
features for optimising order capture, carrying
out product audits, tracking stock levels, monitoring compliance during promotional campaigns, and comprehensive listing and pricing to
support granular scenario compositions across
chains, regions and product categories.”
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In addition, embedded technologies such as digital image recognition, augmented reality, machine
learning and gamification empower in-store staff
and field-based sales representatives to become
more efficient and productive. These technologies
also capture in-store data to help identify untapped
sales and category opportunities so they can better
plan store-specific assortments and shelf displays,
reducing the likelihood of out-of-stock situations
while simultaneously driving sales.
“AFS Retail Execution offers real-time access to
the most up-to-date store information, which helps
field sales and merchandising teams to quickly
respond to any issues – such as out-of-stock situations and incorrect pricing – or capitalise on
new selling opportunities as they arise,” Caudill
explains. “This allows them to build the ideal store
planogram and then measure compliance against
their ‘perfect store’. By optimising processes, the
app also reduces costs and margin erosion, while

“AFS Retail Execution offers
real-time access to the most
up-to-date store information”
JAMES CAUDILL

promotional sell-in, compliance audits and rapid
issue identification and resolution drives a higher
return on investment for trade spending.”
Most importantly, the solution helps teams
to align their merchandising and performance
expectations, ensuring that everyone knows the
main business objectives and which tasks need
to be completed. This is key for companies with
multiple stores and warehouses, notes Shave.
“Store visits are a crucial part of identifying
opportunity areas, ensuring compliance and
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capturing best practices from individual locations,” he comments. “Before, during and after
the store visit, account reps and area managers
can capture their findings, evaluate store performance based on company objectives and policy,
and use this insight to inform future company
strategy and innovation.”
AFS Retail Execution has already been implemented by various CPG companies worldwide.
For example, an Asia-Pacific-based consumer
products company has boosted the productivity of their sales representatives by 25%, while a
beverage company based in the Baltic region has
halved out-of-stock incidents. A US-based food
and beverage company has also achieved a 15%
rise in promotional compliance.
“Our customers require solutions that drive
value today, but also will also help them to meet
the needs of tomorrow’s retail and CPG market and AFS Retail Execution does just that,”
says Caudill. “Microsoft’s platform enables
our current offerings to be highly accessible,
secure, scalable and reliable, however the biggest win for us came with Microsoft’s advanced
intelligence capabilities. We can now expand
our trade, retail execution and direct delivery solutions in critical areas such as business
intelligence, analytics, artificial intelligence and

gamification, all driven by specific value propositions that improve the competitive position
of our customers.”
Ultimately, notes Shave, AFS Retail Execution
helps CPG companies to achieve their main
aims: enhancing the service they provide to their
customers and realising revenue potential.

“Dynamics 365 is going to
help our partners to focus
on some very specific end
customer needs” LUKE SHAVE
“Industry-specific solutions built by our partners on Microsoft cloud technology help CPGs
and retailers to be more responsive, drive collaboration and adapt for the digital era,” says Shave.
“The ability to share insight across function areas,
collaborate in real time and apply advanced analytics to glean deep insight and optimise processes
ultimately fosters a business that can provide optimal customer service. AFS Retail Execution is the
first in a line of solutions Microsoft is developing
with its partners for the retail and CPG space.”
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PROFILED: C&A

Enabling expansion
Dutch retailer C&A worked with Avanade to deliver a digital workplace
that could power its Chinese expansion

Y

ou can have the best products in the
world, but without an empowered, efficient workforce, your chances of success
are slim. This was the simple notion driving
C&A’s radical digital workplace transformation, as it set its sights on a massive opportunity
to expand into China.
C&A, a Dutch-based fashion retail chain with
locations in Europe and South America, was
embarking on an expansion into China. The
company has locations in Europe and South
America, and was on an expansion into China.
But its on-premise version of Exchange 2010
was causing disruption to the daily routines and
abilities of its Chinese branches. Servers would
crash unexpectedly; mailboxes were limited to a
relatively small 300 megabytes; junk mail was a
constant issue; and sending and receiving mail
in a timely manner was increasingly difﬁcult.
After researching the solution, C&A believed a
modern Microsoft Exchange solution, hosted in
the cloud, would solve its issues.
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Avanade set out to deeply understand the client’s business strategy and future plans, and
presented the most attractive solution for the
company to address its competitive needs. From
there, Avanade designed and delivered an Ofﬁce
365 solution, migrating a workforce of over 700
from Exchange 2010 to Exchange Online hosted
with Microsoft Azure. Avanade also helped C&A
to successfully reconﬁgure and initiate a new
domain name system to improve access and stability. Perhaps most impressively, Avanade successfully completed the work in just two months.
The cost savings of moving its productivity
applications to Azure have been tremendous,
but the impact it has had on C&A’s workforce is
equally signiﬁcant. End users now beneﬁt from a
modern user interface, available anywhere on any
device, and a massive increase to two gigabytes of
storage. The IT team has plenty to be delighted
about, too. With less time wasted on manual
operations, staff are more focused now on driving
strategic initiatives that align with the business.

PROFILED: SUE RYDER
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Streamlining
stock control
UK charity aims to improve inventory management across its high street shops
and several online stores with the help of K3 Retail

U

K-based non-profit charity organisation
Sue Ryder sells both used and new goods
in its high street stores across the UK, as
well as its online site and its dedicated eBay and
Amazon channels.
In an effort to streamline how it manages
stock and inventory across its multiple channels,
Sue Ryder contracted K3 Retail to roll out an ePOS
solution built on Microsoft Dynamics NAV. Over
the next nine months, the solution will be implemented at all 455 Sue Ryder stores across the UK.
“We picked K3 because our strategy was about
moving everything to the cloud and buying
software-as-a-service,” explains Adam Fisher,
head of IT and services at Sue Ryder. “This is
on offer from K3 and enables us to still have
only a small IT team.”
K3 Retail’s ePOS system will reduce overheads
by eliminating the need for the one-hour reconciliation process that takes place each evening
before the stores can close.
“At the moment all the information that gets
passed from stores to head office is late and is all
on paper, so the people in the shops have very
little access to information,” says Fisher. “Now
they will also be able to access e-mail. It will be
a massive transformation, bringing people into
the fold. It will make their lives so much easier
as there will be a lot less paperwork.”
Staff will also have a single overview of stock
and real-time insights into what goods are
selling, across which channel and within each
individual store.
“K3 will expose us to what we don’t know, such
as what are the bestselling lines and where they
are selling the best,” predicts Katy Faulkner,
head of retail operations and development at
Sue Ryder. “We’ll go from knowing nothing
about our stock because at present it simply

involves undertaking periodic stock counts to
see where, for example, the new dolls houses
have sold well. The ePOS will be able to fully
show us what’s happening in the business.”
K3 Retail has also helped Sue Ryder to develop
a new warehouse management system (WMS),
which will tie-in closely with the ePOS and
finance systems. In addition to giving visibility
into the goods held within the warehouse and
high street stores, as well as the online stores
which primarily sell new products. Plus, the
increased stock management capabilities will
make it possible for Sue Ryder to sell donated
goods – such as refurbished bikes – online. The
charity also expects the new customer and data
insights to help it develop new store formats and
potentially a loyalty programme to encourage
people to continue to donate goods to its stores.

K3 Retail’s ePOS
solution will help
Sue Ryder to track
items as they are sold
in stores
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Around the
clock availability
Barloworld Automotive helps more customers meet their transportation needs
thanks to the Veeam Availability Suite

B

arloworld Automotive meets the transportation needs of customers in a range of
markets, from renting cars to fleet management to vehicle sales.
The company’s three business units rely on a
shared IT infrastructure to support their operations. If key business systems aren’t available on
a 24/7 basis, the company risks not meeting the
delivery expectations of its customers.
To help prevent these types of scenario arising, the company decided to replace its legacy
backup tool, which didn’t have built-in replication and WAN acceleration for disaster recovery.
“If your plane arrives at the airport at
2am and you need to rent a car, our booking
engine must be up and running, or you’ll rent
from another company,” explains Brian Smith,
operations manager of IT shared services at
Barloworld Automotive. “If your business
wants control of its fleet’s toll spend, including the E-Toll system, our systems have to be
available around the clock.”
To ensure availability for an always-on enterprise, the Barloworld Automotive IT team
required a fast and reliable way to replicate
virtual machines (VM) in 71 branch offices to
the data centre in Johannesburg, South Africa.
Ready-to-use replicas would enable failover and
failback in case of emergency.
Barloworld Automotive addressed these challenges by deploying Veeam Availability Suite to
enable the 24/7 availability of critical systems.
Veeam not only centralised VM management
but also simplified recovery and improved service level agreement fulfillment.
“With centralised VM management, we no
longer have to burden anyone in the branch
offices for backup and recovery,” Smith says. “We
can achieve 24/7 availability from the data centre.”

Barloworld Automotive uses Veeam for local
backup of 230 VMware vSphere VMs in the data
centre and 291 Microsoft Hyper-V VMs in the
branch offices to HP 3PAR StoreServ. Veeam
replicates VMs in the branch offices to the
data centre using Built-in WAN Acceleration,
which is advantageous for branches with limited bandwidth.
“At any given time, I have a complete view of
our virtual environments,” says Smith. “I know
if a backup needs to be rerun and if we have
over- or under-provisioned central processing
units and memory. We’re proactive with capacity
planning and issue resolution, not reactive.”
By replacing the legacy tool with Veeam,
Barloworld Automotive has saved money and time.
“We saved nearly 40% in cost and 120 hours
each month in troubleshooting backup and
recovery issues,” Smith adds. “Veeam also ‘saves
the day’ every time our engineers are alerted to
an issue that might have developed into a problem and impacted business operations.”

VM management
ensures critical systems
are up and running at
all times
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Connecting the
customer journey

Microsoft and K3 Retail can prove how Microsoft Dynamics for Retail:
• Connects brands with customers across
all channels

• Engages customers by delivering full
visibility across the business operation

• Delivers a personal, seamless and
differentiated shopping experience

• Offers an end-to-end solution that
complements existing technologies

• Conveys a single, coherent view
of the business

• Empowers users

A real edge for retailers.
Microsoft Dynamics is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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k3retail.com

